
Reduce Uncertainties  
In Your Business 
Our mission is to care for our clients’ needs, today and 
tomorrow. We do that by utilizing a strategic consulting 
process, and identifying the issues that matter to you and 
matter to your business’ performance. Traditional insurance 
brokers look at insurance policies – Oswald looks at your 
entire business. We identify challenging areas and offer 
solutions to help strengthen your position.  

Our dedication to identifying and forecasting risks allows  
us to tailor risk management and control strategies for the  
unique needs of a life science company. Acting as an 
extension of your risk management function, we provide you  
with expert teams, innovative programs, and proven risk 
assessment systems to provide you with best-fit solutions.

It’s Much More Than  
a “Risk Analysis” 
“I can’t begin to thank Lou and Oswald enough for Oswald 
once again stepping in and providing a valuable service to 
us that I know that would NEVER be offered by any other 
large or regional insurance broker.”

–  Roy Villella, Director, Corporate Risk 
STERIS Corporation

Oswald Life Sciences

“ ”Quality means doing it right when no one is looking. 
– Henry Ford
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Our Process
Our process begins with an enterprise risk management 
assessment of your products and operations. We use 
the assessment as a guideline, to inform executive 
management of any unresolved risks found and to build a 
plan for success.  We’ll work with you to identify what you 
should continue doing well, and steps to improve areas that 
will contribute to greater success down the road.

What This Has To Do  
With Insurance
Our process leads to success on renewals. When you 
can show an insurance carrier that your organization has 
substantial and consistent risk mitigation practices in 
place - it’s very powerful. Your profile sets a high standard 
that will not only be viewed in a better light by your current 
insurance carrier; you’ll now be viewed as best in class by 
competing insurance companies.

A FEW OF OUR AVAILABLE SERVICES:

• Product Liability, including Product Recall
• Clinical Trials
• Cyber Liability
•  Executive Management (Directors & Officers) Liability
• International Risk
•  Workers’ Compensation & Workplace Safety  

and Loss Control
• Health Insurance & Employee Benefits
• Wellness Management

Heather L. M. Maver
Property & Casualty, Life Sciences
216.644.3186
hmaver@oswaldcompanies.com

Follow us on Twitter: @OswaldLifeSci

Get back to taking the risks you love

THE ONES THAT CHANGE THE WORLD


